
Software engineers/developers 
(with Java, Oracle, SQL, UX/UI, .NET)

Architects 
(solutions, technical, data, cloud)

Security 
(engineer, analysts, managers, cyber)

Other engineers 
(systems, support, infrastructure, test, QA)

Business analysts 
(with SAP, Agile, Scrum)

IT project managers; 
applications/web developers; 
delivery managers 
(programme/ service)

Systems/database administrators

Data analysts

Automation 
(engineer, test, software, technical)

Product managers 

Technical/helpdesk support 
(language skills often a requirement)

UX/UI designers

Vacancies in the Information and 
communications sector, 2017 

Vacancies were primarily in professional 
and associate professional roles including:

Key findings from the Vacancy 
Overview 2017 report include:

116,500 were employed in the 
Information and Communications 
sector in quarter 4 2017

The one year growth (+3%) 
and five year growth (+19%) 
for this sector was in line with 
overall growth in the economy, 
although this growth refers 
to the ICT sector alone.

This sector had the highest 
share of new employment 
permits issued in 2017, at 
38%, or 3,500 new permits

A substantial level of 
movement is occurring within 
the sector as shown in the 
analysis of transitions and 
recent job hire data. 

Two fifths of all vacancies 
identified as difficult to fill in 
the latest Recruitment Agency 
Survey (October 2017) were 
for this sector, particularly for 
software developers

Over a quarter of all job 
announcements in the media 
in 2017 were for this sector, 
primarily relating to companies 
based in Dublin

learning works

The Vacancy Overview 2017 report highlights the vibrancy of the ICT 
sector and the high demand for skills in this sector. What is becoming 
increasingly apparent is the evolution of the skills required for this area. 
Technical skills are no longer the sole requirements; with the expansion 
of IT roles across numerous sectors, the need for business skills along 
with soft skills are considered to be just as important. Experience is 
also key in the job vacancy notifications with five years’ experience 
required for many of the vacancies. 



Managers 
and Professionals

Associate Professionals 
and Technicians Other

software development
/engineering project management

information security

software development 

project management

sql/sql server

software development

information security

project management

big data

technical/service desk support

active directory

business intelligence

web services

test automation/
quality assurance
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analytical problem solving analytical problem solving

attention to detail

team player

excellent communication

management experience

analytical  problem solving

attention to detail

excellent communication

self-motivated

excellent communication

management experience

team player

attention to  detail

team player
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agile methodologies/ 
environment

data analytics/management

operating systems

sql/sql server  

data management/analytics/ 
big data

quality assurance

front end development

cyber security 

web services 

data analytics

business intelligence

Microsoft Windows Server

AWS technologies

cybersecurity/Information/
network
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In addition to this analysis, a data mining exercise performed on job titles and detailed job 
descriptions offered valuable insight into labour market needs as expressed by employers through 
their vacancy notifications in 2017:

There is a high level of skills required across all 3 broad occupational categories (see Table), 
including a third level degree in the field or equivalent experience (5 years’ for Managers, 
Professionals, Associate Professionals, Technicians and 3-5 years’ for other occupations); seniority 
and leadership are often accentuated in the job titles and descriptions

There is rather little variation in the top criteria, especially with regard to soft skills:

From analysing the job descriptions, it is obvious 
that the employers look for a balanced skillset, in 
that soft skills are equally important as hard skills. 
Since cross-functional teams are frequently 
mentioned in the job descriptions, we can conclude 
that soft skills requirements are associated with 
working and communicating with many technical 
and non-technical stakeholders. 

The top keywords mined from the job specifications 
emphasise experience, business awareness (with 
regard to needs, processes, and stakeholders), 
team working, and managerial capabilities of 
prospective candidates.

Descriptions are dominated by generally defined 
hard skills (i.e. data analytics, software development, 
big data) rather than fixed sets of tools. Although the 
latter are the backbone of the computer science 
occupations, employers seem to be mindful of the 
variety of available resources and accept that, having 
been a competent user of one tool, an applicant have 
the ability to easily learn another. 

It is difficult to inference the level of responsibility 
from a position title as they are distributed across all 
groups with the most frequent being: engineers, 
developers, and analysts. These extend to the main 
three areas within the ICT sector: analysis and quality 
assurance (systems, data), development (systems, 
business intelligence), and administration with 
support (systems, databases).


